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Take a sneak peak inside the studio door of just a few of our artists

and follow us on FB, Insta or visit our website for more information.

www.mercurybayartescape.com

UPDATE
FROM THE CHAIRMAN & TRUSTEES
FEBRUARY 2022.

As many of you are aware, over the past two weeks the Trust have been working through
contingency plans following the decision to postpone the 2022 Open Studios and Exhibition
Showcase due to the significant risk of Covid impacting in early March. We share the artists and
members of the publics sadness at being unable to present the artists work in our well loved
and much anticipated annual event.
In looking ahead, our objective has been to identify viable 2022 activities that can be
undertaken within the government restrictions and avoid spreading Covid 19. Work is also
commencing on future years so our work programme and resourcing are fully understood by
our artists, sponsors and supporters.
This consultation is a background for a new direction to develop a fully promoted and
operational 365 days per year Mercury Bay Art Trail supporting Artists who wish to have their
studios open or open by appointment alongside the ‘Open Studios’ events. Our focus will be on
helping member artists to develop their art business and connect with members of the public
throughout the year.
Importantly, we have decided that the Open Studios and the Exhibition Showcase will be
rescheduled as soon as restrictions and Government recommendations allow, which hopefully
will be later this year. The road signs, website and other marketing material will be updated to
reflect this.
Work is also underway to replace the Exhibition Showcase with an Online Showcase by
significant redevelopment of the website into a public ‘gallery’ space, hopefully incorporating
many benefits from the traditional showcase combined with the advantages of an online
platform.
In the meantime there are still a number of our Art Guides in circulation which, whilst having
the old dates on, do have the contact details of all of our artists. You can find these details on
our website swell. Please do feel to contact them at any time to arrange a visit to see their
studio and their work.
At this point the priority is to redirect the Trust’s resources to maximising benefit to members
from the considerable power of the Art Escape’s brand and promotional reach through our
social media and other media channels pointing to direct contact with the public exhibiting
both their art online and ‘in studio’ by appointment.
We will share further details as our plans develop and hope, like everyone, that the current
threat of Covid wanes and we can return to 'business as usual' as soon as possible.
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Gaylene Lonergan - Opito

"Hiya!! And Happy New Year!!! this is what I am working on right now in my
studio. It’s going to be called “One Fish, Two Fish, Weird Fish, New Fish”. It’s a
biggie!!!! And if I keep my head down and not get sidetracked with this beautiful
weather and the waves calling me. "

Shirley Cresswell - Matarangi
"We love going across to
Mercury Bay over the
summer. The water is such a
beautiful colour.
Stunning. Reminds me of
Christmas and Summer and
Picnics"

Fulltime artist based in Matarangi and one of our new artists, Shirley's beautiful
paintings are exhibited in galleries throughout New Zealand and in her home
studio. As a self taught artist, Shirley's motivation comes from creating a
painting that you can sense the movement of water.
"I enjoy the different processes along the way and the ultimate motivation is
completing a painting that is quite real to the eye and knowing I can then start
the next creation which I have in my mind to paint. I make sure I always finish a
painting before I start the next…that is a great way to stay disciplined and
motivated."



Ian Preece - Kuaotunu
"Im a full time photographer, mentor,
environmentalist and avid cyclist. I have
recently been invited to participate in some rare
and unusual photographic projects around the
Coromandel that have taken my breath away.
Not just because of the unique beauty of the
Coromandel's natural environment and the
plants and creatures that live within it, but the
stories and passion of the people who care for
and conserve it. Whether I'm teaching
workshops, working on conservation or
environmental projects or working on my own
images and exhibitions, I love the challenge of
capturing the scale and detail of this beautiful
natural world that we live in."

Warwick Lidgard - Rings Beach

"Painting has been a lifelong activity for me as it was
for my grandfather. As a student I was lucky enough
to attend Colin McCahon’s art classes. I’m still
searching for my own style but tend to get distracted
by new ideas so the paintings in my gallery at Rings
Beach range from representational to abstract".

www.mercurybayartescape.com

Lynda Walters - Whitianga

Working hard to complete new commissions for international clients Lynda
continues to love her connection with nature here in Whitianga. "Without
creativity and nature I would be lost. I have been on both sides of the clay and
canvas having worked as a model for years for some wonderful artists. Before
there were windows and tabs to open, I taught myself through reading twelve
books at a time, an easel propped on my dining room table. I have painted oils
since I was 14, and at 53 I finally realised what makes me completely happy."

Debbie Lim - Whitianga
I am inspired by the Ocean, Mother Nature
and the energy healer aspect of myself. At the
moment I am working with images taken out
at sea and at the beach using long exposure
and motion blur to express a sense of "what
lies beyond". To me these images convey the
realms beyond our 3D typical perceptions and
express what I feel when I am connected to
light source energy. They also speak to me of
the energy and spirit of water which are a
huge part of my personal wellbeing practice.
My studio is very 'installation style experience'
and I love having people here to walk into
and through my world. It's Ocean inspired
and multi-sensory. I am more interested in
creating a thought provoking experience for
my visitors that leads top inspiring
conversations about life, the environment and
the power of creativity.

Peter Augustin - Whitianga
Switzerland, Holland, Italy, Austria, Slovenia, Russia, Wellington and now a new
addition to our Whitianga team, Peter joined the Art Escape not long after unpacking
the boxes in his new studio on Springbok Ave.
"My work reflects the passion and excitement of being an artist, it is symbolic, laden
with colour and emotion. It is part of a larger context of culture and life rhythms of
present and futures and lands travelled. Pursuing my own unique artistic path, I hope
to push more boundaries and part with gifts inspiring response to colours, emotion,
love and a positive contribution to peoples lives. Described by gallerists as ‘lyrical
Abstract’ which is connecting to my influencers, de Stael, Jawlensky, Dali, and Schiele.
There are others and including the people around me. In New Zealand I am
influenced by the vibrant colours of nature, amazing range of greens and blues, and
the sea, which is why I live in Whitianga."

Sunflower Glass Studio
Glass work - fused glass and torch work

"A world of joy, colour and creativity.
In these times of challenges it is nice
to create positive, unique and
different pieces to help bring joy into
peoples lives."
Husband and wife team Sandra and Mark Hosking challenge each other and
push boundaries. Mark is the logical thinker, planner and a perfectionist.
Sandra is illogical, pushes boundaries, chaotic, untidy and believes there is
beauty in imperfection. Together we work to compliment and challenge each
other.


Sarah Gordon
Ferry Landing
"From my art shed at the bottom of the garden in Ferry Landing I glimpse our local
Maramaratotara Bay, Shakespeare Cliff and out to the beautiful Mercury Bay beyond.
The sound of the ocean a step or two away is always calling me to swim or wander and
I end up creating texture rich paintings, often with a saltiness to them. The bach above
is being transformed into a permanent home, so living on a construction site adds to
the adventure and texture of our life and works! The layers and glazes of my paintings
are often scratched and drawn back to reveal my thoughts and visions of yesterday.
The alternating acrylic wax layers let the light in and make a very robust and tactile
surface. Behind the salt and sea influences is a lifetime of living, adventuring and
working with the land in different parts of New Zealand that all come in to influence,
etch and sculpt my art works."

Marion Manson
Cooks Beach
"Not worrying about the outcome, I have fun exploring different techniques
and just playing, having a ‘what if’ attitude. I use an intuitive approach to book
making to transform overlooked materials. The results are usually intriguing
happy accidents. No two pages are ever the same. Nothing goes to waste. I also
include random natural and found objects, the quirkier the better, especially on
book covers. Pages are completed with slow hand stitching, collage, asemic
writing or other random ephemera.
I like to create a feeling of wonder, curiosity and intrigue for the viewer and
provide something new to see each time they look at it. Each book includes a
variety of methods of altering papers and have blank spaces so can be used as
journals."



Reina Cottier - Tairua
“I’m currently mixing mediums & techniques,
with a variety of tools. After months of
minimalistic work, I’m diving briefly back into
colour! Once I get my colour fix,
I’ll resume my limited palette & simple
practice. I need this contrast to stay fresh and
in the moment, or the boredom is real! lol”

Visionary and entrepreneur Reina is one of the
leadership team for this years Art Escape. Successful
artists, mother of 2 teenagers, active member of the
Tairua Arts community and global networks, studios
days are filled with inspiration and intuition finding
the new edges of her creative expression.

Michael Harrison - Tairua
Peacefulness, beauty, colour, form
and texture are important
elements of my work.
"This year Turtles have become a focus for me, and the
image shown is so new it's still wet. I love sharing the
experience of Art Escape and for 5 years I have looked
forward to people coming to visit and the conversations
in the studio. It's a major part of my decision making
knowing that I am heading in the right direction and that
people are connecting with my work. It's a real joy having
people in the studio!!"
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Sue Preston- Tairua
"Natural, rustic or vintage objects I love
the play of light on them. I love the
process of all different kinds of print
making especially the final step of
pulling the print from the press an
seeing how it turns out - and the
fabulous happy accidents are always a
bonus! Happiest when I'm inking up the
plates and seeing what the process
creates!!"

"There is always something curious and interesting just below the surface."

Thanks for making the time to read The Studio
Door.
Many of our artists are happy to arrange private
viewings, so please contact them via our website
to organise a personalised experience. Visit our
website, open the artists tab and you will find all
the links and contact information for our
individual artists.
And remember, the fastest way to find out whats
new, is through our website, FB & Insta.
Thank you!

www.mercurybayartescape.com

